With features that greatly enhance today’s fast-paced and digital-centric workflow, this Samsung flip board is an interactive, touchscreen digital display that allows teams or students to hold and recap meetings or classes with incredible ease. It drives greater collaboration, expands presentation capabilities and is ideal for all types of meetings, trainings or group brainstorming. Go far beyond paper and markers. Go further with the Samsung Flip 2.

**The versatile, portable digital flipchart**
**WM55R - Samsung Flip 2 55”**

Designed for small conference rooms, classrooms and huddle spaces. This portable, digital flipchart offers an optional wheel-based stand and tray that lets you hold meetings anytime, anywhere with ample work space.

**The wall-mounted interactive flipchart**
**WM65R – Samsung Flip 2 65”**

Designed for businesses and schools of all sizes to use in large conference rooms or classrooms. This interactive display is meant to be mounted on a wall with our no gap wall mount and features the ability to work with a Bluetooth keyboard.

**Look for an enhanced analog to digital experience.**

**WHAT’S NEW IN FLIP 2?**

- Annotate with ease: write on any background source
- Flexible Image Editing
- Improved Pen Mode
- New Brush Modes: Water Color & Oil
- Remote Management
- Samsung Workspace
- Built-in Web Browser

**Small and medium businesses** will benefit from the ability to easily collaborate, share and record meetings and brainstorming sessions in real time.

**Huddle Room/Open Design:** 55” Easy to roll in and out of space when needed
**Small Meeting:** 55” on stand. Easy to share to larger screen in room
**Large Meeting:** 65” wall mounted. Screen share to other displays in room

**Education Institutions** will easily enhance the classrooms with easy-to-use collaborative and creative tools.

**K-12 Classrooms:** 55” or 65” depending on size of classroom and use.
**Labs/Collaborative Spaces:** 55” on stand. Easy to roll to student location for collaborative projects.
**Large Classrooms:** 65” wall-mounted. Screen share to other displays in room.

Contact your Almo Sales Representative
888.420.2566 | www.almoproav.com